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always planning to leave but never does; his
continued presence alone involves him. The
only non-drinking character, the others tum to
him in their desperate drunkenness to try to
express what each can't bring hirn/herself to
express to hislher mate. Alittle soft on strength
tunt People is acomic and steadily-paced
of character, Ellis is a seemingly " together" guy
documentary on Quebec's very own
with hardly an angry bone in his body - the
Fournier family, a four-generation
perfect type tobe badgered. Going with'the flow
stunt family whose career began in 1969
or operating out of sheer exasperation in
with their first feature, Red, directed by
situations he doesn't know howto deal with, the
Gilles Carle. Siegel'S film features a variety of
only trait Ellis has whichcolours him in anyway
action clips from the Fourniers' films, which
other than passive and indecisive, is his
include Marc-Andre Forcier's Au Clair De La
reputation as a womanizer. However, we are
LUlie, Harold Greenberg and Claude Heroux's
left with the impression that this so-called
disaster picture City 011 Fire, John Dunning and
womanizing is in effect a result of his inability to
Nicole Boisvert's Blackout, as well as David
be involved in an honest, challenging
Cronenberg's Rabid, just to mention afew. In all,
relationship in the first place. Living off his
they have worked on over 200 features and
tenuous reputation as a professor of literatUre,
commercials.
he has one expertise: the analYSis of the work of
Also included are interviews with members of
his friend and idol, the prolific writer, Daniel
the Fournier family tallcing about how they got
Kingsgate.
started in the business and problems finding
Alan Scarfe' 5 portrayal of Kings gate is atour de
babysitters for their children who tended to
force. His every moment on the screen ripples
perform stunts around the house. An
with pent-up hostility and searing emotional
interesting insight is offered by one of the
pains. Kingsgate is a man whose cutting wit,
Fournier daughters regarding the implication of
bitter cynism, destructive creative drive and
alcoholism, fire a furnace thats coals never cool. a woman doing a stunt "doubling" for a male
He smolders in his isolated country house and
actor - perhaps resulting in acrushed male ego.
Stunt demonstrations are introduced via
its surrounding expanses, about to burst into
animation titles that read "How to make a
flame with the slightest gust of instigation.
With Kingsgate lives his wife, Brenda
gunshot wound ", and so on. An interview with
(Barbara March), also a writer, a victim of his
director Larry Kent explaining astunt for his film
Slavers is effectively cross-cut with one of the
psychological and sometimes physical abuse,
who defends herself with alcohol and a running Fourniers explaining their preparation for the
commentary on the angst that is their existence,
same stunt. Kent was worried that the explosion
Always wanting to escape but never acting upon of a Volkswagen·wouldn't be big enough. The
the desire, she is mired ina mutually destructive
scene is then shown; believe me, it was big
relationship that has nowhere to go but down,
enough.
then under.
Although the film tends to bog down near the
The film has a fascinating way of alternating
end with an extended excerpt from Ron Lee's
between high-pitched melodrama, black
COUl1try Roads, it flows nicely overall and is an
comedy and the edges of psychological horror.
entertaining look at a family that enjoys falling
It is indeed" social horror," mirroring severe
social disarray. With Killgsgale, Darcus offers up
the dark side of a deadly farce.
Toby Zeldin.
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Roberta Maxwell and Christopher Plummer in Kingsgate

Jack Darcus'

Kingsgate
t becomes evident, while watching
Kingsgate, that one is observing the work of
a Canadian "master. " Jack Darcus is a
director whose unique vision is fine-tuned,
whose mode of expression is honed to a
particular perfection for the conveyance of a
powerful message.
In Kingsgate, Darcus makes creative use of a
sensibility generally found in English Canadian
film drama - deadened sound, overly dramatic
musical effects, and theatrically" realistic"
acting, all used here to alternately chilling and
sardonic effect.
Kingsgate grapples with familiar fare:
alcoholism and troubled couples. Darcus, with a
tremendous script, takes these subjects (difficult
ones to explore with new insight) and spins
webs of emotional blackmail over a whitewash
of contemporary malaise and alienation. The
effect is not only thought provoking and moving
(no small feats) but filled with black humour and
altogether unnerving.
Kingsgate has only two principal locations: a
suburban home and a country estate, the only
respite being the driveways, a veranda/yard, a
country path, a motel room, a bam and a car.
The result is an effective, claustrophobic
atmosphere. All the scenes take place in either
shelters or defined paths which lead to and from
them. To go out into the fields or off to work is
to disappear into a void, to become lost,
unanchored.
There is something about Kingsgate that holds
you, pulls you in close to the silences, forces you
to listen and to watch. The dialogue is dense,
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emotion packed and often cutting. It'saliterate,
finely detailed screenplay. It supports the
intricacies of the powerfully stylized performances of an excellent ensemble cast.
Three couples' lives are interconnected byties
of kinship and intimacy. Their individual
failings fester within unsuccessful relationships.
Their behaviour is constrained and distorted.
These men and women do not suffer the stresses
of poverty, disability or disenfranchisement.
These are privileged, cerebral, white middleclass heterosexuals drowning themselves in
alcohol, confused communications and
repressed, misdirected emotions. And despite
their efforts to push away from each other, they
each crave companionship, whatever its nature.
Their world is a desperate one where even the
cows are drunk.
Tom (Christopher Plummer) and Marlene
(Roberta Maxwell) are the overblown patriarch
and matriarch who are crushed by their own
destructive routines. Both alcoholics, they tear
at each other emotionally, then physically in a
never-ending cycle of love-hate. Tom threatens
Marlene with disloyalty - he's always got a
younger woman on the go - an escape route
when things get too hot at home, a scalding
poker to thrust at his wife and stir up the flames
of anguish, She vents sorrow, frustration, then
anger, in tearful verbal outbursts and fits of
vandalism against him, His response: running
away again, always to come back.
In the shadow of this abusive rage is their
adult daughter, Fee (Elizabeth Dancoes).
Although now living on her own, she cannot
quite bring herself to pull completely away from
her parents. The family ties are too tight. And
when the pot boils over, and the emotional guts
begin to spill, she reaches for the bottle herself.
Ellis (Duncan Fraser), her boyfriend, the
invited reluctant observer, is continually urged
to plunge into the neurotic squabbles. He's

KINGSGATE ,,'.fp.ld. Jack Darcusco-p.fp. IIIgr. Tom
Braidwood 1'. (o-ord. Penny Gibbs ass. 1'. Paul Mears nppr.
p. Jill Brett 1st nsst. d. Ty Haller b"i nssl. d. Robert Lee sc.
ossi. Jessica Clothier loc. mgr. Dean Stoker p. nec. Judy
Wolch p. des. Micheal Nemirski nsst. nrt d. Lawrence Pevec
set dec. Roger Dole ossl. sel dec. Dave Ball prop. 111051. Neil
McLeod osst. prop mosl. Dean Eiletsen cosl. des . Christina
McQuarrie COIlSt . co-ord. Clare Davis Imir Nicki King III-Ill'
nrl. Imelda Bain d. 0.1'. 101'. Doug McKay lsi osst. mill. Joel
Ransom21ld osst. mm. Gary Kennedy Iroillee Steve Black
slil/s BobAkestergoff. Jeff Upton besl boy John Dekker gellily
01'. James Salus key grip Fred Ransom dolly grip Gordon Tait
grip Ron MacLeay sd. nll.t. Rob Young boolll Don Brown Slip.
ed. Doris Dyckossl. cd. Patricia Lambkin Irnlls. co-ord. Dave
Anderson dri"", copl. Peter Huff itolleylmgon drir,,,, Keith
Noble ,irwer Elaine Barrett sec. Norm Chretien, Ken Meier
151 oidlcroft Jim Rankin craft Tana Tocher, Lisanne Collett,
Lynda Hopkins I I'. Christopher Plummer, Roberta
Maxwell, Duncan Fraser, Alan Scarfe, Barbara March,
Euzabeth Dancoes.
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off buildings, smashing cars, and setting
themselves on fire.
Jim Levesque •
STUNT PEOPLE p. Breakneck Productions d. Lois
Siegelm/ll. Peter Benison add. enll/. DaJuel Villeneuve, Glen
MacPherson, AndreI\' Nevard, Ron Hallis a;;/. ca/ll.
Christiane Cuernon /II. Andre Vincelli 5,1 . Michel Charon,
Lois Siegel. Delano, Jureidini, Albert Ohayon, Gaby
Vadney. Don Cohen, Glen Hodgins ,'oiw Edgar
Charlebois, Alexandra Innes, Margaret Monaghan graph.
Dan Clarkslills Lois Siegel. Claude Labrecque, Tom
Robertson, Simon Lefebvre. Yves Belangerp.n. Hunt Hoe.
Marcel Brassard, Mike Sad.n, Mark Job IInrl. i('. Kevin
Tierneyl1arr. mice Stan Asher I. p. theFournier Fanuly.
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Robert Bergman's

AWhisper
ToAScream
usually like thriller/suspense films,
especially if well done. Unfortunately this
isn't the case with Robert Bergman's latest
entry into the genre, A Whisper ToAScream .
This low-budgetllow-tech formula piece,
"set against the backdrop of an artistic
community," is nothing to write home about.
The basic plot revolves around Matt, a
OJ/sound engineer/ artist/maniac who murders
semi-clad female performing artists who also
sideline as sex phone girls at the same club Whispers. Enter Gabrielle (Nadia Capone), an
out-of-work actress who must resort to working
as asex phone girl at the club in order to support
herself and her unsuccessful artist boyfriend
Frank. Matt develops an obsession with
Gabrielle after inadvertently witnessing her
performance in an independent video as, believe
it or not, an angel.
Conveniently, Matt also works at the club and
begins calling Gabrielle in his quest for the right
voice for his art. His art being capturing his
victims' screams of death on tape. After a few
murders and a series of coincidences, Frank
becomes a prime suspect. Since we already
know who the killer is, and Frank's character
leaves much to be desired in the first place, there
is little in the way of suspense.
Yaphet Kotto, for some obscure reason, makes
an appearance as the cop assigned to the case,
but it is Gabrielle who ultimately leads the
authorities to the killer. Saddled with a tired
plot, lame dialogue, and pseudo-religious
references, the film is technically weak and
suffers from a cliched rock soundtrack. Amore
alternative/underground sound would be more
appropriate, considering the focus is on the
artistic community.
Jim Levesque.
AWHISPER TO ASCREAM d. Robert Bergman Ie.
Gerard Ciccontti, Robert Bergman ca/ll. Paul Witte p. Gerard
Ciccontti, Robert Bergman, Lightshow Communication /II.
Barry Fasman, DanaWalden set des. Nicholas White ed.
Richard Bond /.p. Nadia Capone, Yaphet Kotto, Lawrence
Bayne, Sylvio Oliviero, Micheal Leibowitz, Denise Ryan,
Soo Garay, Susan Hamman, KJea Scott, Leslie Kelly.
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ario Lanza (Alfredo Coccoza) (1921-1959)
was reported as saying, "Mario, youdoll,
you sing li ke a son of a bitch. " His
detractors said he onlv vocalized "loud and soft "
with nothing in betw"een, and would go on to
Jest about his weight problems.
These opinions float through the mind as the
credits roll, Lanza's voice vibrates and throbs on
the track, and the orchestral arrangement swells
up as the singer confesses, "You Do Something
ToMe ".
Two small boys run and play on the seashore,
pausing to watch an aeroplane overhead and a
luxury liner sail by. One of the lads represents
Lanza as a child in Italy who responds to his
mother's call by telling her he is dreaming.
His dreams conjure up a fantasy firmly rooted
in the MGM musicals of the '40s and '50s. As
Mario's voice pours out Puccini's Que Chelida
Mellilla, Johnny Mercer's SOIlg of India, Rudolf
Friml's Some Day - the images and tableaux are a
hammage to the innocence of the period and the
never-never land of the Hollywood studio
musical extravaganzas.
This stylishly romantic tribute to Lanza and
his era was concocted by first-time filmmaker
John Martins-Manteiga, born well after the
period. He offers a fanciful, painterly view of the
Technicolor visions of the musical silver screen,
with Kirk Dunn to the forefront, ably acting and
lip-syncing Mario around Hollywood and also in
some recognizable locations in Toronto.
The audience at the Festival seemed to find the
film quite funny (ha-ha, that is), but MartinsManteiga maintains that it is meant to be a
"sweet film. " At a cost of just $7,500, it's a
miracle that he even attempted a lavish
production - and it almost comes off.
p./d./sc. John Martins-Mantiega. cam. Mark Caswell.
ed. Gail Mentlik, Mark Caswell. I. p. Kirk Dunn
(Mario Lanza), Dawn Gilmour (Nina ), Young Mario
(Jesse Manteiga) 24 mins. 16mm. Art and
Industry/20th Century Limitedrroronto (416)
537-3493.
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THE DARK ISLAND
isuals of still water with floating lilies, and
city buildings and highway underpasses;
the sounds of the country, the noise of a
city. Aman's voice is heard talking about his
younger brother Aaron, and on-screen we see
them driving with their mother through the fall
colours to the family cottage. They squabble
amicably, go canoeing together - and then
comes the news of their grandfather's death.
This event troubles the adolescent boy, and as
he walks through the woods with his brother, he
feels that Aaron has disappeared. Running
through the trees, he senses a true loss, and
attempts to cope with his panic - which is not
completely assuaged by Aaron's reappearance.
Afilm of delicate feeling and visual delight. A
turning point in an adolescent life skilfully
evoked by different rhythms, and by the use of
overlapping sound to combine references to the
past and the present. There's a ravishingly
beautiful bit when the brother is circling through
and around white sheets drying on a clothesline,
looking for young Aaron ... and the Mozart
string quartet is well selected too.
p.ld.lsc. led. Isd. ed: Ross Turnbull assoc.p. Jennifer
Hazel cam. Derek Redmond. sd. Marc Lafoy, Egidio
Coccimiglio. I. p. Jamie Simpson, Perry Nemirov,
Sandy Cond-Flower, Jennifer Hazel, Kim Turnbull,
Robert Preston. 22 mins. 16mmitape. Assisted by
Ontario Arts Council & The Canada Council.
Distribution: Canadian Filmmakers Distribution
Centre, 67APortland St., Toronto M5V 2M9 (416)
593-1808.
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characters. The film also displays a certain
grotesque wit.
A pathetic young druggie owes a loan shark,
and the day of payment has arrived. Of course,
he doesn't have the money, and tries to explain
to his equally downtrodden girlfriend that he
will own up to The Man and take the consequences. She reminds him of the last time
someone tried this and ended up in a
wheelchair ... However, fortified with a shot of
something, he goes to see The Man, who says he
will go easy, but will have to do "something" to
the kid to preserve his dealer's bully-boy
reputation.
On a tract of wasteland, the young wimp gets
out of The Man's car, and agrees to the front tire
being lowered on his hand to leave a mark! The
gullible chap is pinned on the ground, and then
The Man takes a hatchet out of the car trunk ..
A terse, good-looking tale, breathing a seamy
streetwise atmosphere, and sporting impeccably
realized and well-chosen grungy locations in
Toronto.
14 millS. 16mm. Holly Dale/Spectrum Films, Toronto
(416) 967-6361

DEAD MEAT
olly Dale made this little drama when she
was a Resident at the Canadian Centre for
Advanced Film Studies, 1988-89. It sports
a seedy gloss, a mean and gritty atmosphere,
and is full of repetitive four-letter-word dialogue
reflecting the pitiful inadequacy of its street
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